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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as without difficulty as concord can be gotten by
just checking out a ebook The Secret Life Of Cranberry Sauce A Secret Ingredient Holiday Novella The Secret Ingredient Culinary
Mystery Series next it is not directly done, you could put up with even more all but this life, nearly the world.

We provide you this proper as with ease as simple mannerism to acquire those all. We have enough money The Secret Life Of Cranberry
Sauce A Secret Ingredient Holiday Novella The Secret Ingredient Culinary Mystery Series and numerous ebook collections from
fictions to scientific research in any way. among them is this The Secret Life Of Cranberry Sauce A Secret Ingredient Holiday
Novella The Secret Ingredient Culinary Mystery Series that can be your partner.

Missing Justice Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
Her new boss is the guy from last night’s tryst…can she trust him with her secrets? **The 12th
book in the bestselling SCVC Taskforce Romantic Suspense Series by USA Today Bestselling
Author Misty Evans. Down to her last five dollars and homeless to boot, former Army nurse and
helo pilot, Josie Jackson, is determined to fix her life. Accepting a desk job with Bondsman
Brothers Agency means swallowing her pride—and her embarrassment when she discovers her
new boss is the guy from last night’s tryst. Once a Marine, always a Marine, Caleb Cahill hides
his deep rage with his sarcastic wit and is always ready for a fight. Discovering he’s slept with
the new receptionist—the only woman to make him forget his internal demons—he’s prepared to
go toe-to-toe with her to get her back in his bed. When Josie becomes the target of a high-end
art theft ring, Caleb will have to do more than punch his way out of the danger. Secrets will
come to life. Betrayal is a breath away. Who will survive? Grab your copy now!
Deadly Affair: SCVC Taskforce Book 5 (A SCVC Taskforce Romantic Suspense) Beach Path Publishing,
LLC.
A superb travel guide. This book is what travel guides are supposed to be: informative, interesting, and most of
all--fun. Great research and the author's warm writing style make planning a leisurely holiday a pleasant
experience. Great suggestions for romantic getaways, but there's plenty here for the whole family, if you really
want to bring the kids. -- J. Seriena. "This book made me ache for another visit to the Vineyard. The author
captures the very essence of the Cape Cod shores and the Vineyard and Nantucket. And the charming
illustrations add to the call of life at another pace and that life can truly be enjoyed, one B & B at a time." --
Amazon customer. "Enchanting. The title tells it all. This is a fun book to read and it got my wife and me all
excited about our trip way before we even packed our bags. All the suggestions were very good." -- Amazon
customer. "Is it summer yet? Living in Chicago, I'm always longing for summer. Now I'm also longing to go to

the Cape area. Enchanted Summer paints a great picture of what should be a great summer vacation. The book is
well written, well organized and well..enchanting. Can't wait to check out the recommendations." -- Amazon
customer. "Romance is quite subjective. Seclusion for one person is Dullsville for another. Busy little seaports for
you might be jammed little tourist traps to me. And so on. Yet Cynthia Mascott, a Cape Cod resident for only four
years, manages to cover all the bases. This guide lets you know whether the reservation you're making is for a bed-
and-breakfast with "friendly" owners (doesn't that make you think they?re going to be IN YOUR FACE?) or an
inclusive resort where you don't even have to leave to buy souvenirs. The book is divided into sections covering
every imaginable town on Cape Cod, as well as the islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket. There's even a
chapter on Boston, gateway to the Cape. The sections on each town and island are further divided into lodging,
eating and playing. Playing is even further divided into touring, calendars of events, nature, recreation and more.
The sections on lodging are quite extensive; it appears everyone and their mother is running an inn on the
Massachusetts shore. Mascott lets us know how many rooms are available and how they're decorated, if you'll
have to share a bath, what the yard looks like and what to expect for food. The listings also rank prices, ranging
from two dollar signs for inns and hotels that cost less than $100 a night (not too many of those) to four dollar
signs for $200 and up. The addition of Web and email addresses are helpful, although most places don't have
them. The restaurants also appear to be plentiful and Mascott has done some yummy research. Many of the
listings include specific menu items that are good, but others are as generic as "traditional American food." There
are a lot of historical tidbits in here, locations of the nice beaches, good places to ride bikes, where to shop, etc.
Pick up this book a few months ahead of your holiday and you'll be able to schedule every minute." -- Foreword
Magazine. The print edition is 303 pages.
Fatal Love, SEALs of Shadow Force Romantic Suspense Series, Book 4: A Thrilling SEAL Novel of Romantic
Suspense ALG Publishing LLC
Two very different sisters. One killer team. Elite forensic sculptor Meg Schock is obsessed with solving cold cases
and bringing justice to victims. When the local US attorney brings her the skull of a young murdered woman with
similarities to one she’s already reconstructed—but not identified—she and her sister, Charlie, dive head-first
into a chilling investigation. The twisted killer is clever, drawing closer and closer when he discovers the sisters on
his trail. Another body turns up⋯and another⋯ but his modis operandi points to a convicted murderer already
behind bars. Together, Meg and Charlie must face the fact this copycat is taunting them, leading them on a
gruesome quest. He’s picked up where his mentor left off—and he’s coming for one of them next.
Undercover Justice ALG Publishing
Mick Ranger sacrificed his freedom to keep his country safe. Now he’s out of prison
and has nothing to lose… Navy SEAL Mick Ranger has a reputation for eliminating
radical leaders and breaking out of enemy prisons with the speed and precision of an
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action hero. After rotting for two years behind iron bars in a foreign country waiting
for a rescue from the US government, aid comes in a tight-fitting skirt and heels.
Cassandra Donovan, attorney and newly appointed chief operating officer of Shadow
Force International, never expected her boss to send her on a mission to break a
SEAL out of prison. Worse, she must recruit the handsome lieutenant to the SFI team
in order to stop an extremist threatening the world with an incurable virus. The King
Killer is just the man to do the job, but Mick won’t sign the contract. He seems more
interested in getting her in bed than stopping a pandemic. How far will Cassie go to
complete her first mission and will she lose her heart in the process?
Man Hunt, SEALs of Shadow Force: Spy Division Book 1 (SEALs of Shadow Force Romantic Suspense Series) Beach
Path Publishing, LLC.
★★★★★ “Full of action, mystery and romance!” **For fans of the SCVC Taskforce series! Cooper and Celina
end up in the middle of murder, mystery, and some secrets that could kill. Cooper Harris, head of the SCVC
Taskforce and nicknamed The Beast, isn’t afraid of anything⋯except that the woman who rocks his world may be
about to dump him. Celina is acting distant and secretive while an engagement ring burns a hole in Cooper’s pocket.
Whisking her away for a romantic weekend at a Northern California vineyard, he hopes to reignite the spark between
them and get up the nerve to finally ask her to marry him. Feisty crime scene photographer Celina Davenport hates
keeping secrets. The baby growing inside her is cause for celebration, but Cooper has a son from a previous marriage
and claims he doesn’t want more children because of his dangerous job. Celina understands what makes The Beast
tick, and she also knows he’ll be a great dad to their child. She only needs the perfect moment to break the news.
Before either can come clean, Cooper and Celina stumble upon human bones and realize the beautiful vineyard hides
a dark and haunting past filled with love, betrayal and murder. Can they unravel the mystery buried in the Northern
California hills and bring a killer to justice? Or will the secrets they’re keeping from each other put them in deeper
danger than they could ever imagine? “This is fast-paced romantic suspense at its best!” ~ Reader review About the
Series: The SCVC Taskforce novels are thrilling romantic suspense stories with guaranteed happily-ever-afters. One
click and go undercover with the alpha heroes and kickass heroines of the SCVC Taskforce Series today!
Fatal Thrill, SEALs of Shadow Force, Book 6: A Thrilling SEAL Novel of Romantic Suspense Deadly Secrets: SCVC
Taskforce Series, Book 7 (A SCVC Taskforce Romantic Suspense)
This set includes Stealing Justice, Cheating Justice, and Exposing Justice. Stealing Justice: Justice “Grey” Greystone
was fired from the FBI for insubordination. Now the FBI wants him to use his renegade skills to take down a serial
killer who’s above the law. To trap the Lion, Grey will need to send the perfect woman undercover. Sydney Banfield
runs a women’s shelter and bends the law daily to help victims of abuse escape their painful lives. Three of the
women she’s recruited for government jobs have become victims of the Lion. If Syd has her way, the vicious killer
will never touch another woman again. Grey and Sydney set a trap—with Sydney as the sexy bait—but the Lion adds a
complex twist to his homicidal agenda. With Sydney’s life on the line, Grey must race against the clock to catch a
killer who’s as unstoppable as he is evil. Cheating Justice: While investigating a government cover-up, former FBI
agent Mitch Monroe is framed for murder. A wanted man, Mitch has no choice but to stay off the grid, and he needs
Special Agent Caroline Foster—the FBI’s top sniper and a woman who wants nothing to do with him—to clear his
name. After sharing a single night of simmering passion with Mitch a year ago, Caroline hasn’t been able to get him
out of her head. Or her heart. He's already jeopardized her job once⋯helping him now could end her career. But a
friend has been murdered, and no matter how Caroline feels about Mitch, he's not the killer. She needs answers, and
she needs Mitch Monroe out of her life once and for all. On the run and with no one to turn to, Mitch and Caroline
can’t fight the reigniting passion between them. She’ll lose her career if she proves Mitch is innocent⋯he’ll lose
his life if she doesn’t. Exposing Justice: Fans of the Justice Team Series will love this action-packed third installment!
As a Public Information officer for the US Supreme Court, idealist Hope Denby knows how to spin a story. A
journalist at heart, she loves being in the middle of a juicy scoop and has her sights set on future Press Secretary for the
White House. When the Supreme Court Chief Justice is accidentally killed in a road rage accident, and a high-profile
conspiracy blogger claims it was premeditated murder, Hope has to shut down the paranoid blogger—which should

be a slam dunk until she discovers he’s not as crazy as she thought and she has more in common with the secretive,
hard-hitting investigator then she’d like to admit. Cyber resistance against government corruption isn’t just a
theory for Brice Brennan on his blog, The First Amendment Patriot. As a former ATF agent who blew the whistle on
his superiors, he’s no stranger to government cover-ups and scandals. An anonymous tip on the Chief Justice’s
death sends him searching for answers. What he finds is a sexy, young idealist about to blow his private, behind-the-
scenes world to pieces. Brice and Hope couldn’t be more opposite, but exposing justice makes them partners—and
puts them on the track of a ruthless killer. As their investigation takes them into the dark underbelly of Washington
politics and murder-for-hire, it also takes them into the bedroom where passion erupts and emotional walls crumble.
But when the killer makes an attempt on Hope’s life, will Brice be able to keep her safe? Or will blowing the whistle on
corruption and greed mean losing the one person he’s allowed himself to love?
Sweet Soldier, Kali Sweet Urban Fantasy, Book 3 (Kali Sweet Urban Fantasy Series) Beach Path Publishing,
LLC.
**Stories 5 - 8 in the SCVC Taskforce Romantic Suspense Series! The journey with the sexy agents of the
SCVC Taskforce continues! Meet more of the men and women from the FBI, DEA, and NSA that make up
the Southern California Taskforce, and catch up with Cooper “The Beast” Harris and Celina Davenport
as they tackle an engagement, the birth of their daughter, and married life! Every agent fights to protect the
ones they love and gain their happily-ever-after. This special boxed collection includes four fast paced, action-
packed romantic suspense stories – Deadly Affair, Deadly Attraction, Deadly Secrets, & Deadly Holiday –
filled with bold heroes, strong heroines, and sizzling romance. This collection will keep you reading late into
the night, and leave you with a smile on your face! ★★★★★ “⋯suspense, danger, passion and a hot
romance.” ~ Reader review ★★★★★ “This is fast-paced romantic suspense at its best!” ~ Reader
review About the Series: The SCVC Taskforce novels are thrilling romantic suspense stories with guaranteed
happily-ever-afters. Go undercover with the heroes and heroines of the SCVC Taskforce Series today! This
set includes: Deadly Affair - Can Cooper and Celina unravel the mystery buried in the Northern California
hills and bring a killer to justice? Or will the secrets they’re keeping from each other put them in deeper
danger than either could ever imagine? Deadly Attraction - Trapped at a horse ranch by a wildfire, Mitch and
Emma explore a searing attraction, but soon discover they’re not alone. A killer has joined them—one who
will do anything to get revenge and isn’t afraid to take out anyone who gets in his way. Deadly Secrets -
Homeland Security agent Roman Walsh wants two things: to end a serial killer’s reign of terror, and to get
the sexy Dr. Brooke Heaton into his bed. When the two goals collide, can he keep his own deadly secrets
buried? Deadly Holiday - In this Christmas novella, all Cooper is asking from Santa is to finally be able to call
Celina his wife, but will a hostage situation at a children’s hospital leave him with a lump of coal in his
stocking?
Protecting Justice Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
“⋯suspense, danger, passion and hot romance.” ~ Reader review The agents of the SCVC Taskforce will take you
undercover⋯and make you risk it all. Meet the men and women from the FBI, DEA, and NSA that make up the
Southern California Taskforce! Under the supervision of Cooper “The Beast” Harris, the agents of the San Diego
Southern Violent Crimes Taskforce risk their lives every day against drug kingpins, gunrunners, and terrorists. Some
of them fall in love along the way, and they will fight to protect the ones they love and ensure their happily-ever-after.
This special boxed collection includes three full-length, fast paced, action-packed romantic suspense novels – Deadly
Pursuit (a USA TODAY bestseller!), Deadly Deception, & Deadly Force – filled with alpha males, strong, kickass
females, and sizzling romance. This collection will keep you reading late into the night, enthralled from beginning to
end! “This is fast-paced romantic suspense at its best!” ~ Reader review About the Series: The SCVC Taskforce
novels are thrilling romantic suspense stories with guaranteed happily-ever-afters. Go undercover with the alpha
heroes and strong heroines of the SCVC Taskforce Series today! About the Author: USA TODAY Bestselling Author
Misty Evans has published over seventy novels and writes romantic suspense, urban fantasy, and paranormal romance.
She got her start writing in 4th grade when she won second place in a school writing contest with an essay about her
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dad, a Navy veteran who was always one of her biggest fans. When not reading or writing, she enjoys music, bingeing
TV shows, and hanging out with her husband, twin sons, and two spoiled rescue dogs.
SCVC Taskforce Romantic Suspense Series Books 1-3 Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
Deadly Secrets: SCVC Taskforce Series, Book 7 (A SCVC Taskforce Romantic Suspense)Beach Path Publishing,
LLC.
The Justice Team Series Complete Collection, Books 1-8 Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
Meg and Charlie Schock return for another intriguing case. This one hiding a secret that could wreck
Charlie’s life. The newborn son of popular D.C. morning show host Carl Havers and his wife was
kidnapped fifteen years ago. Charlie Schock, then an FBI agent, solved the open-and-shut case, returning
Ethan to his parents. Now, the young man shows up at Schock Investigations with a DNA test proving
Charlie got it wrong—he’s not the Havers’ son. His parents are still out there⋯so is the real Ethan
Havers⋯and he wants to find them, no matter what. Did she get it wrong all those years ago? Charlie won’t
stop until she’s solved the case all over again, regardless of the personal cost. The mystery takes her and
Meg on an investigation steeped in deception, danger, and possible redemption. Will their combined skills be
enough to bring a lost boy home?
3rd Tango Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
In this first book in a thrilling new romantic suspense series⋯ Justice “Grey” Greystone was fired from the
FBI for insubordination. Now the FBI wants him to use his renegade skills to take down a serial killer who’s
above the law. To trap the Lion, Grey will need to send the perfect woman undercover. Sydney Banfield runs
a women’s shelter and bends the law daily to help victims of abuse escape their painful lives. Three of the
women she’s recruited for government jobs have become victims of the Lion. If Syd has her way, the
vicious killer will never touch another woman again. Grey and Sydney set a trap—with Sydney as the sexy
bait—but the Lion adds a complex twist to his homicidal agenda. With Sydney’s life on the line, Grey must
race against the clock to catch a killer who’s as unstoppable as he is evil.
Fatal Vision, SEALs of Shadow Force, Book 5: A Thrilling SEAL Novel of Romantic Suspense Beach Path Publishing,
LLC.
As a reformed witch, I’m wrestling with completing the third step of Witches Anonymous—turning my will over to
a higher power—and counting the days to my six-month magic-free anniversary. However, when the angel Gabriel
steals half my soul, claiming I’ve cast a spell on him to keep him from returning to Heaven, the odds of me sticking
to my magic-free oath shrink. If I don’t break the spell keeping Gabe Earthbound, he’ll kill me and damn my soul
for eternity. But I’m not about to go down without a fight. Having once been the Devil’s right-hand witch, my soul
is already bound for Hell, and while Gabriel now owns one half, the other half belongs to Lucifer—and I know exactly
how to use that to my advantage. All I have to do is stay out of Lucifer’s arms in the meantime⋯
2nd Strike Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
Every blessing hides a curse. For me, Kali Sweet, being cursed is my normal state. I’m a demon but I
love humans. Especially my half-demon, half-human boyfriend, Rad. He’s so imperfect, creative,
and, well, mortal. Because I’m one of the original vices Jesus cast out of Mary Magdalene back in
Biblical times, I’m cursed with virtue running through my blood as well. I’m constantly at war
with my evil side, and now my horrible flaw of loving humans has landed me a new job—one I
don’t particularly like nor want as head of the Bridge Council, entrusted with keeping humans safe
from supernaturals. Lucky me, the job comes with perks—both Lucifer and his big brother Michael
are gunning for me. My hand is being forced. Either I kill the King of Hell or Michael will kill
everyone I love⋯including Rad. With my ragtag band of demons, vampires, and shifters, I’m
about to go up against Heaven and Hell. Blessing or curse? In the end, all that matters is that I keep
those I care about alive and safe, even if I’m the one who ends up at the mercy of Michael’s

sword. Books in the Kali Sweet Series include: Revenge Is Sweet, Book 1 Sweet Chaos, Book 2 Sweet
Soldier, Book 3 Sweet Curse, Book 4
A Romantic Suspense Series Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
**Babies! Christmas! Romance! Don’t miss the 8th story in the SCVC Taskforce Romantic
Suspense series, featuring Cooper and Celina and their new baby girl!! Cooper Harris is determined
to get his fiancée, Celina Davenport, to say "I do" before the New Year. While she's focused on
creating a magical Christmas for their seven-month-old daughter, Via, all Cooper is asking from
Santa is to finally be able to call Celina his wife. Celina wants nothing more than to become Mrs.
Cooper Harris, except ties to her past keep her from making the leap. Hoping to lift her Christmas
spirits, with the rest of the SCVC Taskforce lending a hand, she convinces Cooper to play Santa at a
holiday fundraiser for the Aslan Children’s Hospital. The party takes a deadly turn when a cartel
leader wanted by the US government crashes the guest list with his terminally ill daughter, taking
everyone hostage. With the lives of so many on the line - including his own family - Cooper will have
to pull a Christmas miracle from Santa's toy sack to help the sick girl, while bringing an end to her
father's reign of terror. One-click now for this holiday treat!
Man Killer, SEALs of Shadow Force: Spy Division Book 2: A Thrilling SEAL Novel of Romantic Suspense (SEALs of
Shadow Force Romantic Suspense Series) Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
When the wrong Santa comes down your chimney⋯ All Justice “Grey” Greystone wants for the holidays is a juicy
rib eye dinner with his girlfriend Sydney Banfield. Well, that, and the 12 Days—or nights, in this case—of Christmas
Syd has promised him. When his Justice Team partners, Mitch Monroe and Caroline Foster, discover a Santa
sneaking around behind the restaurant, Grey and Mitch uncover a theft ring that’s leaving kids without toys and
families without a reason to celebrate. But taking down the Santas could put Grey in hot water⋯especially if it ruins
Christmas at Sydney’s shelter for battered women and children. Can Grey pull off the ultimate sting operation and
save Christmas for Sydney and the shelter’s residents? Or will giving the bad guys a dose of holiday justice leave him
with nothing but coal in his stocking?
Defending Justice Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
Secrets can get you killed in this latest riveting release in the SCVC Taskforce romantic suspense series by USA
TODAY Bestselling Author, Misty Evans. He killed my best friend when we were only girls⋯but I got away. Now
he’s hunting me again. Well-renowned anthropologist and religious studies expert, Dr. Brooke Heaton, came face to
face with evil as a ten-year-old, barely escaping a vicious, ritualistic serial killer. Now The Reverend, her childhood
attacker, is hunting her once more, determined not to let her get away this time—and there’s only one man who can
keep her alive. Homeland Security agent Roman Walsh wants two things: to end The Reverend’s reign of terror, and
to get the sexy Dr. Heaton into his bed. When the two goals collide, can he keep his own deadly secrets buried?
Agreeing to consult on The Reverend’s case, little does Brooke realize the emotional chunk it will carve out of her
soul and the burning need Roman will ignite inside her. She’ll have one last chance to stop the killer, or the ghost
from her past will get his cold-blooded revenge—on her and everyone she cares about—once and for all. Series Info:
Under the supervision of Cooper “The Beast” Harris, the agents of the San Diego Southern Violent Crimes
Taskforce risk their lives every day against drug kingpins, gunrunners, and terrorists. One click today and see how they
find their much-deserved happily-ever-afters!
1st Shock Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
A killer is after her family...a killer he's all too familiar with, but can Jon save Jaya and their unborn
child before it's too late? Don't miss the next exciting adventure in the SEALs of Shadow Force
romantic suspense series by USA TODAY bestselling author, Misty Evans! Bad luck from an Irish
family curse has haunted Jaya O’Sullivan all her life. As the New Year kicks off, she wants to believe
her luck has changed when she revives her steamy relationship with ex-SEAL Jon Wolfe. When Jaya
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discovers a pesky stomach virus is no virus at all, she fears telling the commitment-phobic Jon that
there’s a baby on the way will bring the worst luck of all. All Jon has ever wanted is a happy family.
Instead, his father’s in prison for murder – and Jon’s the one who put him there. His job is the
only thing he has now, and battling depression, he’s terrified to love anyone. Anyone, including the
only woman who’s ever made him forget his problems, but the sexy, Gypsy-at-heart, Jaya deserves a
better man than he can ever be. When Jaya’s treasure-hunting father goes missing on an expedition
to Ireland to find the infamous O’Sullivan cross, a killer who also wants the family heirloom kidnaps
her brother. Desperate, she must turn to Jon for help. The hunt leads them through abandoned
castles, haunted graveyards, and a serial killer's lair, but will it lead them home to each other’s arms?
An Action-Packed Romantic Suspense Series ALG Publishing
**First in a thrilling military romance series by USA TODAY bestselling author Misty Evans! She’s an
investigative reporter hell-bent to uncover the truth... Feisty television host Savanna Bunkett exposes
government cover-ups on her award-winning show, The Bunk Stops Here. When she digs into a rumor
about a top-secret government project that's producing “super soldiers” for the president, she suddenly
finds herself on an assassin’s hit list. He's the man who has to keep the truth hidden... Navy SEAL
Lieutenant Trace Hunter is the only soldier to survive Project 24. After refusing a direct order from the
president, he was branded a traitor, and his career imploded after the sexy reporter turned him into a national
headline. He now works undercover for Shadow Force International, a secret group of former SEALs helping
those who have nowhere else to turn, using his enhanced skills to fight for justice and protect the innocent.
His first assignment? Protect Savanna from the one man who wants them both dead—the president. One
wrong move and they’ll be silenced forever... Helping Savanna is the last thing Trace wants to do, but her
unwavering determination to expose the president's dark truth matches his own. She's his one chance to set
the record straight, and he’s her only chance at survival. When their mutual enemy closes in, can they put
the past behind them and trust each other? Even if it means losing their hearts in the process? Or will secrets,
lies, and forbidden passions cost them everything? About the series: Shadow Force International: A group of
former SEALs, abandoned by the United States and labeled as rogue operatives, now work as a black ops
team performing private intelligence, security, and paramilitary missions for those who have nowhere else to
turn. Some of them find romance along the way and lose their hearts protecting those they love at all costs.
Cheating Justice Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
Danger stalks Jena⋯ Past mistakes haunt Noah. When a stalker comes after her, will Noah be able to
put the past behind him and keep her safe? Princess of pop, Jenavieve DuMont, knows better than to
get close to a fan, but when she needs help protecting a prized show horse for her grandfather—as
well as tracking down a missing portfolio of her latest songs—there’s only one man she can call
on⋯her biggest fan ever. Former SEAL Noah Pierce has been in love with his best friend’s little
sister since Jena stole his heart when they were just kids. He thought the two of them had it all until
she refused to marry him once she hit the big time. All these years later, his heart is still a wreck, but
Jena needs him. He can’t say no. Once he lands in Tennessee, Noah realizes the horse isn’t the
only one in need of protection. When a stalker draws near, Jena loses more than her songs. A killer
goes after those closest to her and will stop at nothing in order to ruin her life.
A Schock Sisters Private Investigator Mystery Beach Path Publishing, LLC.
**If you love a lot of chocolate, a little bit of wickedness, and some cute holiday humor, this short
story will be the perfect treat! Christmas is going to be hell this year. All I want for Christmas this year
is to pass Step 2 of Witches Anonymous, but word’s gotten around Heaven (and Hell) that I

tricked the angel Gabriel and assisted Adam (yes, the original Adam) with his second trial with
temptation. Now Samson is on my doorstep looking for true love, and Delilah’s not far behind,
insisting she wasn’t the one who cut off his hair. In order to get both of them out of my ice cream
shop and back into each other’s arms, I have to become a relationship expert and a detective. But
solving their biblical mystery means relying on Lucifer’s wicked assistance⋯and he’s not about to
give it for free.
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